Abstract. Let C be an axiomatizable class of order continuous real or complex Banach lattices, that is, this class is closed under isometric vector lattice isomorphisms and ultraproducts, and the complementary class is closed under ultrapowers. We show that if linear isometric embeddings of members of C in their ultrapowers preserve disjointness, the class C B of Banach spaces obtained by forgetting the Banach lattice structure is still axiomatizable. Moreover if C coincides with its "script class" SC, so does C B with SC B . This allows us to give new examples of axiomatizable classes of Banach spaces, namely certain Musielak-Orlicz spaces, Nakano spaces, and mixed norm spaces.
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Abstract. Let C be an axiomatizable class of order continuous real or complex Banach lattices, that is, this class is closed under isometric vector lattice isomorphisms and ultraproducts, and the complementary class is closed under ultrapowers. We show that if linear isometric embeddings of members of C in their ultrapowers preserve disjointness, the class C B of Banach spaces obtained by forgetting the Banach lattice structure is still axiomatizable. Moreover if C coincides with its "script class" SC, so does C B with SC B . This allows us to give new examples of axiomatizable classes of Banach spaces, namely certain Musielak-Orlicz spaces, Nakano spaces, and mixed norm spaces.
In this article we examine some instances where the axiomatizability of a given class of real or complex Banach lattices implies the axiomatizability of the class of underlying Banach spaces. Here we deal with the following definition of axiomatizability: a class of Banach spaces (resp. Banach lattices) is axiomatizable if it is closed under linear isometries (resp. isometric vector lattice isomorphisms), ultraproducts and ultraroots. By "ultraroot" of a Banach space X we mean a Banach space Y such that X is (linearly isometric to) an ultrapower of Y ; and we have the analogous definition for Banach lattices (but up to isometric vector lattice isomorphisms). Note that to say that a class is closed under ultraroots is equivalent to saying that the complementary class is closed under ultrapowers.
Of course the term "axiomatizable" refers to the possibility of characterizing the class under consideration by a list of axioms, but to give a precise meaning to this possibility requires to control in a precise manner the logical form of the axioms. It is a theorem in first order logic that a class of structures (sets equipped with distinguished relations and functions) is the class of models of a theory, i.e. is characterized by a list of sentences in the appropriate language, precisely if it is closed under ultraproducts, ultraroots and isomorphisms. In the various theories of metric structures the notion of ultraproduct that revealed itself to be fruitful is different from that used in pure logic, and the first order logic to which they are relevant is also specific. Two equivalent versions of this logic exist at the present time, Henson's logic of positive bounded formulas and approximate satisfaction [6] and the more recent continuous logic for metric structures [1] where the set of truth values is the whole segment [0, 1] .
In this question of transferring axiomatizability from the Banach lattice setting to the Banach space one, there is no problem with closure by ultraproducts, which transfer clearly; the issue is in closure by ultraroots. We exhibit in this article a sufficient condition insuring that a class of order continuous Banach lattices that is axiomatizable in the Banach lattice language remains axiomatizable in the Banach space language, namely that every member of this class has the following property: any linear isometry into any of its ultrapowers preserves disjointness -we call this condition "property DPIU" (disjointness preserving isometries into ultrapowers). This is the content of Theorem 2.5 below.
The content of the paper is the following. In section 1, after a reminder about the structure of disjointness preserving isometries, we define the "sublattices up to a sign change" as the image of a closed vector sublattice by a modulus preserving linear map. Like the closed vector sublattices are characterized as the closed linear subspaces containing the modulus of each of their elements, the "sublattices up to a sign change" of a given order continuous Banach lattice may be characterized by the fact that they are preserved by the action of a certain homogeneous binary function, introduced in [10] , that we call the Lacey function. The bounded linear maps that preserve disjointness are exactly those preserving the Lacey function. In section 1 the case of real and complex Banach lattices are treated separately, since the real case is quite simpler. In the following sections however no distinction is made between the two cases, except in certain proofs which refer to results of papers in which only the real case is considered. Note also that the axiomatizability of a class of Banach lattices and that of the class of their respective complexified Banach lattices are equivalent.
In section 2 we then give the main result (Theorem 2.3): if a Banach space X is almost isometrically paved by an upwards directed family of subspaces, an ultraproduct of which is linearly isometric to an order continuous Banach space L satisfying (DPIU), then the space X itself is linearly isometric to a sublattice of L, that is moreover contractively complemented whenever L does not contains c 0 . In particular a Banach space ultraroot of an order continuous Banach lattice L with (DPIU) is linearly isometric to a sublattice of L, which turns out to be a Banach lattice ultraroot of L. This gives the theorem of transfer of axiomatizability announced in the preceding paragraph. Theorem 2.3 has another application. If C is a class of order continuous Banach lattices closed under ultraproducts and contractive projection, the class of C-pavable Banach lattices coincides with C. If moreover all members of C have (DPIU), then the class of C B -pavable Banach spaces coincides with C B .
In section 3 we give an application of Theorem 2.3 to "script-C-classes". If C is a class of Banach lattices (resp. spaces) consider the class SC consisting of Banach lattices (resp. spaces) which are paved almost isometrically by finite dimensional members of C ("script-C-spaces"). This is an evident generalization of the concept of L p -spaces (in fact, L p,1+ -spaces); another kind of generalization may be found in [18] . Assume that the class C consists of order continuous Banach lattices with the DPIU property, and is closed under ultraproducts. Then if the equation SC = C is verified, it transfers to the class C B of underlying Banach spaces. In the particular case where C is the class of L p -spaces, this was proved by H.E. Lacey in the seminar notes [10] , which inspired directly the present work. Lacey's proof relies on the fact that linear embeddings between L p spaces which are close to be isometric are also close to be disjointness preserving, a fact which is now encoded in our condtion (DPIU). Note that the conditions SC = C and C closed under ultraproducts imply that C is axiomatizable -in fact they imply that members of C are characterized by a certain kind of quantified paving by finite dimensional members of C (we give in Corollary 3.3 a list of "informal" axioms characterizing such a class C, which could be the starting point for a formal axiomatization in the frame of Henson's logic or of continuous logic).
Section 4 is devoted to very large classes of Banach lattices with (DPIU), consisting of isometrically r-convex Banach lattices, r > 2, with stricly monotone norm. In this class disjointness of two elements is norm-determined, i.e. it is expressible in the Banach space language (by a list of formulas in Henson's logic, of conditions in continuous logic). This implies clearly that linear isometries between members of this class are disjointness preserving. A nice axiomatizable subclass (in the Banach lattice language) is the class L r,s of exactly r-convex and s-concave Banach lattices, 2 < r ≤ s < ∞, which is thus axiomatizable in the Banach space language; and so is any Banach lattice axiomatizable subclass of L r,s . Applications are given for the class BL p L q (of bands in Bochner spaces L p (L q )), where 2 < p, q < ∞, and N r,s (of Nakano spaces with exponent function essentially included in [r, s]), 2 < r < s < ∞, which are known to be Banach lattice axiomatizable [7, 15, 16] . That isometries between members of these classes preserve disjointness was essentially known [4, 9] . Note that in both cases the dual classes are automatically Banach space axiomatizable too, although their members may not satisfy (DPIU).
In section 5 we investigate classes of the kind BL p L q whose members all satisfy (DPIU) although p, q are not both in (2, +∞). Clearly this is not possible if p < q ≤ 2 or if q = 2 < p, since in both cases L p (L q ) embeds isometrically into L p , (e.g. if L p has a nonatomic part and L q is separable) and the embedding is not disjointness preserving. The same happens if p = 1 and L q has dimension 2. Similarly if p = 2 < q or q < p ≤ 2 we may have isometric embeddings from L p into L q which do not preserve disjointness, but in these cases L p (L q ) does not embed in L q if L q is not trivial (of dimension 1). Thus we need to control the dimension of the L q fibers in the spaces of kind BL p L q under consideration to insure that they have property (DPIU). A radical way to do it is to assume that these fibers are atomless, equivalently we consider the class BL p L a q of bands in L p (L q ) spaces where L q is atomless. This class was proved to be axiomatizable in the Banach lattice language in [8] . It turns out that, except if p < q ≤ 2 or if q = 2 ≤ p, its members satisfy (DPIU), so it is axiomatizable in the Banach space language too. At the end of the section we refine this result by considering the classes BL p L ≥n q where the L q -fibers are at least n-dimensional (equivalently these classes contain L p (ℓ n q ) as a closed vector sublattice). These classes are axiomatisable as Banach lattices and for n ≥ 2 (n ≥ 3 if p = 1) they are (DPIU), and thus axiomatisable as Banach spaces in the same cases as the preceding BL p L a q classes. We refer to [14] and [13] for Banach lattice theory and to [5] for definitions and facts concerning ultraproducts.
From section 2 on, all the statements in which the real or complex nature of the spaces under consideration is not specified are valid indifferently for real or complex Banach spaces and lattices.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall known results about disjointness preserving operators and introduce "sublattices up to a change of sign" as well as a criterion due to Lacey in the frame of L p -spaces, which allows to recognize sublattices up to a change of sign among the closed linear subspaces of an order continuous Banach lattice. The exposition is conducted first in the frame of real Banach lattices, where things are simpler, then sketched in the frame of complex Banach lattices. Finally axiomatizability of a class of complex Banach lattices is shown to be equivalent to that of the class of the respective real Banach lattices. ∀x ∈ X + , |T |x = |T x| thus clearly |T |x = T x for all x ∈ X. Since |T | is positive and disjointness preserving it is a lattice homomorphism. The main argument of the proof of Theorem 3.1.4 in [14] states that ∀x, y ∈ X + , (T x) + ⊥ (T y) − hence the bands B + and B − in Y generated respectively by the sets {(T x) + : x ∈ X + } and {(T x) − : x ∈ X + } are disjoint. It follows easily that |T x| = |T ||x| for every x ∈ X, in particular if T is surjective then |T |(X) ⊃ Y + , hence |T | is surjective.
If we set
we have T + x = (T x) + and T − x = (T x) − for every x ∈ X + , thus T + and T − are two positive operators with disjoint ranges (respectively included in B + and B − ), which both map disjoint positive elements on disjoint positive elements, hence they are disjointness preserving and thus lattice homomorphisms.
We have clearly I(T E) = I(|T |E) = I(T + E) + I(T − E), a disjoint sum, thus I(T + E) is a projection band in I(|T |E). Let P the associated band projection, then T + = P |T | and T − = (I − P )|T |, thus
, and B + is a projection band. If Y is order complete every band in Y is a projection band. In both cases, the band projection in Y associated with B + extends P . Remark 1.2. We call "sign-change operator" on a Banach lattice Y an isometry of the form U = 2P − I, where P is a band projection. If Y is a Banach ideal of measurable functions then U is a sign-multiplication operator. Clearly every sign change operator preserves the modulus. Conversely every modulus preserving linear operator U is disjointness preserving and surjective, and |U | is the identity, thus by Fact 1.1, U is a sign-change operator.
1.2. Sublattices up to a sign change. We say that a linear subspace E of a Banach lattice X is a vector sublattice "up to a sign change" if there is a sign change U on X such that U (E) is a vector sublattice of X. It follows from Fact 1.1 that the image of a Banach lattice by a disjointness preserving isometry with values in an order complete Banach lattice Y is a (closed) vector sublattice of Y up to a sign change.
We give now an intrinsic characterization of vector sublattices up to a sign change in an order complete Banach lattice, introduced by Lacey [10] in the context of L p spaces. ii) It is clear that if T : X → Y is a vector lattice homomorphism then T (b(x, y)) = b(T x, T y) for every x, y ∈ X. Note also that b(−x, −y) = −b(x, y) for all x, y ∈ X. Let now U = 2P − I be a sign-change. Since a band projection is a lattice homomorphism, we have:
Since by Fact 1.1 every disjointness preserving bounded linear operator T is a composition of vector lattice homomorphisms and a sign-change, the lemma is proven.
Proposition 1.5. Assume that X is an order continuous real Banach lattice. Then for a closed linear subspace E of X the following assertions are equivalent: i) E is a closed vector sublattice up to a sign change.
ii) The function b maps E × E into E.
where F is a closed vector sublattice of X and U is some sign-change operator on X.
since U is a disjointness preserving isometry. ii) =⇒ i): Since X is order complete, for every y ∈ X the band generated by y is a projection band, and the associated band projection P z is given by P y (v) = sup
for every v ∈ X + . By order continuity of X it follows that v ∧ n|y| → P y (v) for the norm topology of X. Thus P y x = P y x + − P y x − = lim n→∞ b(ny, x) ∈ E, for every x, y ∈ E.
Exchanging the roles of x and y, we obtain that P y + |x| − P y − |x| = lim n→∞ b(x, ny) ∈ E too.
We set S y = P y + − P y − = P y (2P y + − I): this is a change of sign operator "localized on the support of y". We have thus S y |x| ∈ E (1)
for every x ∈ E. Note for further use that S 2 y = P y and |S y x| = |P y + x| + |P y − x| [P y + x and P y − x are disjoint] = P y + |x| + P y − |x| [band projections are lattice homomorphisms] = P y |x| Choose now a maximal disjoint system (y α ) α∈A of non-zero elements in E, we claim that the band B generated by the system (y α ) α∈A contains E (and thus equals the band B E generated by E). Indeed if x ∈ E and I ⊂ A is a finite subset, and B I is the band generated by the finite family (y α ) α∈I in X and P I the corresponding band projection then by formula (2)
Let P B be the band projection onto B. By order continuity of X, the element P B x is in the closure of the P I x, I ⊂ A finite, and thus belongs to E. Then y := x − P B x belongs to E and is disjoint of all y α , hence vanishes by the maximality of the system (y α ).
Let S = α∈A S yα , which converges in the strong operator topology of B(X), then by (1)
S|x| ∈ E for every x ∈ E. Since S 2 = α∈A S 2 yα = α∈A P yα = P B , and |x| ∈ B as does x, we have |x| = P B |x| ∈ S(E). On the other hand for
thus |Sx| ∈ S(E) for each x ∈ E, which shows that S(E) is a vector sublattice of X. S is a change of sign operator on P B X, to obtain the desired change of sign on the whole of X put simply U = S + I − P B .
1.3. The complex case. Complex Banach lattices are usually defined as complexifications of real Banach lattices, see e.g. [14, §2.2] . To each real Banach lattice X is associated its complexification X C = X +iX. For z = a+ib we setz = a−ib and Re z = a = 1 2 (z +z).
Note that X appears as the real linear subspace Re X C of X C (the "real part" of X).
The modulus of z = a + ib ∈ X C is defined as |z| = θ (cos θ)a + (sin θ)b, (which always exists in X as limit of a Cauchy net of finite suprema) and the norm is defined by z = |z| X . An alternative expression of the modulus of z = a + ib may be given using Krivine's functional calculus [13] by |z| = (a 2 + b 2 ) 1/2 = (zz) 1/2 . The modulus map z → |z| is sublinear, homogeneous, maps X C onto X + and coincides on the real Banach lattice X with the absolute value. A useful monotonicity property of the modulus that may be deduced from one or the other of the two preceding formulas is
By closed complex sublattice of X C is meant the complexification Y C of any real closed sublattice Y of X. An homomorphism of complex Banach lattices is the complexification T C of a real homomorphism T of the corresponding real Banach lattices, that is T C (a+ib) = T a + iT b.
In [7] a slightly more axiomatic point of view was adopted, where a complex Banach lattice X is defined as a triple (X, c, | · |), where X is a complex Banach space, c : z →z a norm-preserving antilinear involution on X (the conjugation) and | · | : X → X, z → |z| the module map, with the appropriate properties. An homomorphism of complex Banach lattices is a complex linear map preserving the modulus. It is easy to see that it is positive and thus preserves the real part, and also the conjugation. Similarly a complex (closed) sublattice of a complex Banach lattice is a closed complex subspace containing the conjugates and the moduli of any of its elements. In Lemma 1.9 below it is proven that in fact the first hypothesis follows of the second one.
If a ∈ X we denote by the I 0 (a) the (non closed) ideal generated by a, i. e. I 0 (a) = {z ∈ X : ∃n ∈ N, |z| ≤ n|a|}, and by I(a) its closure. Equipped with the norm z 0 = inf{t > 0 : |z| ≤ t|a|}, I 0 (a) is a complex Banach lattice isometric and lattice isomorphic with a C-valued C(K)-space, in which the element |a| is represented by the function 1.
Polar decomposition of elements in a complex Banach lattice. For every element z in a complex Banach lattice X there is a unique modulus preserving complex linear operator S z on I(z) (the "sign of z") such that z = S z |z|. This operator S z is defined first on the non-closed ideal I 0 (|z|), using the representation of I 0 (z) as a space C(K z ; C), as the multiplication operator by f z , where f z ∈ C(K z ) represents z; then S z is extended by continuity to I(z). Note that
Polar decomposition of disjointness preserving bounded operators on a Banach lattice. Let us define a complex sign-change on a complex Banach space X as a linear map U : X → X which leaves the modulus invariant, that is |U x| = |x| for every x ∈ X. Such a map U is clearly disjointness preserving, and bijective. In particular U preserves each ideal I 0 (z) and in the representation of I 0 (z) by a space C(K z ), U appears as a the multiplier by a function ϕ U,z ∈ C(K z ). In the setting of complex Banach lattices, the structure of disjointness preserving bounded linear operators is described as follows: Fact 1.6. If X, Y are complex Banach lattices and T : X → Y is a complex linear disjointness preserving bounded operator, then |T | exists and such that |T ||z| = ||T |z| = |T z| for all z ∈ E. In particular |T | is a bounded vector lattice homomorphism, |T z| = T z for all z ∈ Z and |T | is surjective, resp. an isometry whenever T is. Moreover there exists a unique complex sign-change U on I(|T |(E)) = I(T (E) such that T = U |T |.
We have just to justify that the complex linear operator T is order bounded, and then to apply [2, Theorems 4 and 7] . But T may be expressed in terms of two real-linear bounded operators A, B by the well known formula
A, B are disjointness preserving since they depend linearly on T by the formulas ∀x ∈ Re X, Ax = Re (T x), Bx = Re (−iT x) hence they are order bounded by the aforementioned Theorem 3.1.5 in [14] , and the order boundedness of T is immediate. b(x, y) = S y (|x| ∧ |y|) Lemma 1.8. Let X, Y be two complex Banach lattices. If T : X → Y is a vector lattice homomorphism then for every x ∈ X we have S T x T = T S x . If U : X → X is a complex sign-change then for every x ∈ X we have S U x = U S x . Consequently the function b is preserved under disjointness preserving bounded linear maps.
Proof. a) If T : E → F is a vector lattice homomorphism it sends I 0 (x) into I 0 (T x), thus S T x T is well defined on I 0 (x) (and extends by density to I(x)). If y ∈ I 0 (x) then
Hence for any y ∈ X with 0 ≤ y ≤ |x|
On the other hand
In any complex Banach lattice the equation a + b = |a| + |b| implies that a, b ≥ 0. Thus
for any y ∈ X with 0 ≤ y ≤ |x|. By positive homogeneity this inequation remains true for any y ∈ I 0 (x) + . Then
By linearity we have thus S T x T S x y = T y for every y ∈ I 0 (x), and finally, since
for any y ∈ I 0 (x) and by density for any y ∈ I(x). b) If U : X → X is a complex sign-change map, and x ∈ X, then as explained above, then |U x| = |x| and I 0 (U x) = I 0 (x). The sign operators S x , S Ux , and U (restricted to I 0 (x)) appear as a multipliers by the functions f x , f U x and ϕ U,x . Then f U x = ϕ U,x f x and consequently S U x = U S x . c) Using successively the points b) and a) above, we have
Lemma 1.9. A closed complex linear subspace of a complex Banach lattice is a complex sublattice iff it contains the moduli of all of its elements.
Proof. Let E be a closed complex subspace of a complex Banach lattice X, such that E contains the modulus of any of its elements. We want to prove that E contains the real parts of all its elements. It will be sufficient to prove that for every x ∈ X, the vector valued map R → Re X, t → |x| + tx has a derivative at t = 0 and
Indeed by hypothesis if x ∈ E all the quotients
Since |x| + tx = |x| + ta + itb and |b| ≤ |x| we have by monotonicity of the modulus (eq. 3)
On the other hand since a is real and |a| ≤ |x| |x| + ta ≥ |x| − |ta| ≥ (1 − |t|)|x| hence for 0 ≤ |t| < 1 we have |x| + ta = |x| + ta and i) E is a complex vector sublattice up to a sign change.
Proof. i) =⇒ ii):
We have E = U (F ) where F is a closed vector sublattice of X and U is some sign-change operator on X. Let us distinguish the functions b on X and on F by denoting them b X and b F . Let i F be the inclusion operator from F into X. Then, since
ii) =⇒ i): Let x, y ∈ E. We shall prove that equations (1), (2) in the proof of the real case are still true in the complex case.
We have b(ny, |x|) = |x| ∧ |ny| → P y |x|; then since P y |x| as well as the b(ny, |x|) belong to I(x) and S x is norm one,
Define S x = S x P x , then since S x and P y are modulus-decreasing, they are in the center of X and thus commute: S x P y |x| = S x P y |x| = P y S x |x| = P y x thus P y x = lim n→∞ b(ny, x) belongs to E. Similarly, since S ny = S y for every n ∈ N,
The end of the proof is similar to that of Proposition 1.5. Choosing a maximal disjoint system (y α ) α∈A of nonzero vectors in E and setting S = α∈A S yα , we have SS = SS = P B , the band projection onto the band generated by E, and S|x| ∈ E for every x ∈ E. It follows that |x| ∈ S(E) for every x ∈ E and that the closed complex linear subspace S(E) contains the modulus of each of its elements. By Lemma 1.9, S(E) is a complex vector sublattice of X, and E = S(S(E)) is a complex vector sublattice up to a sign change. Proof. Let (X j ) j∈J be a family of real Banach lattices, and X = j,U X j some ultraproduct of this family. Then X is a real Banach lattice with meet defined by [
C be the ultraproduct of their complexified Banach lattices, then clearly X = X + iX and this sum is direct (since the inequality x + iy ≥ x ∨ y is true for every x, y ∈ X j , for every j ∈ J, it remains true for x, y ∈ X ). It follows that, as a linear space, X is the complexification of X . Since on each X j the operations c l (of conjugation) and m j (modulus) are 1-Lipschitz, they induce on X two operationsc andm, and we want to prove that they coincide respectively with the conjugation and modulus operation on X C . This is evident for the conjugates; as for the modulus, we approximate the infinite supremum in the definition of the modulus by a finite one (uniformly on the class of all real Banach lattices) and use the fact that finite suprema "pass to ultraproducts". More specifically, set for every n ∈ N
in any real Banach lattice X we may define the "lattice term" t n : X × X → X by
We have clearly in any real Banach lattice X:
for every x, y ∈ X (since these inequalities are true when X = R).
and thus
and thus, for al x, y ∈ X and n ∈ N
thusm(z) = |z| for every z ∈ X. It follows that z X = m(z) X = |z| X = z X C and the identification of X with X C is isometric. Proposition 1.12. A class C of real Banach lattices is axiomatizable if and only if the class C C of the complexified Banach lattices of C is.
Proof. We note first that two complex Banach lattices are isometrically isomorphic (as complex Banach lattices) iff their real parts are isometrically isomorphic (as real Banach lattices). Assume that C is axiomatizable. Then C C is closed by isometric isomorphisms by the preceding remark, and by ultraproducts by Lemma 1.11. If L is a complex Banach lattice with an ultrapower L U belonging to C C , then ((Re L) U ) C is isometrically isometric to L U by Lemma 1.11 and thus belongs to C C ; then its real part (Re L) U belongs to C, hence by the hypothesis Re L belongs to C too, which means that L belongs to C C : the latter class is thus closed under ultraroots, and finally it is axiomatizable.
The proof of the converse implication is similar.
Ultraroots of Banach lattices
2.1. Main result.
Definition 2.1. We say that a Banach lattice L has property (DPIU) if every linear isometric embedding of L into any of its ultrapowers preserves disjointness.
Definition 2.2. Let (X i ) i∈I be a family of subsets of a given metric space X. We say that (X i ) i∈I is a paving of X if for every finite subset F of X and every ε > 0, there is an index j such that dist(x, X j ) < ε for each x ∈ F . If U is an ultrafilter of subsets of I, we say that U is adapted to the family (X i ) i∈I if for every x ∈, the set {i : dist(x, X i ) < ε} belongs to U (in other words for every point x ∈ X the distance from x to X i converges to zero with respect to U ).
Note that any paving (X i ) i∈I has an adapted ultrafilter. Indeed for F a finite subset of X and ε a positive real number let S F,ε = {i ∈ I : F ⊂ X ε i }, where X ε i := {x ∈ X : dist(x, X i ) ≤ ε} is the ε-enlargement of F i . Then by hypothesis S F,ε = ∅ and if F , G are two finite subsets and ε, δ > 0, S F,ε ∩ S G,δ ⊃ S F ∪G,ε∧δ = ∅. Then the set F consisting of all the subsets of I containing a set among the sets S F,ε is a filter, and any ultrafilter U containing F is adapted to the family (X i ) i∈I .
If (X i ) is a paving of a Banach space X by linear subspaces, and U is an adapted ultrafilter, there is a canonical isometric linear embedding ∆ of X into i,U X i which we may define as follows: if x ∈ X choose a family (x i ) ∈ X i converging to x and let ∆(x) = [x i ] U be the element of i,U X i that is defined by this family. Note that this definition is unambiguous since if (x ′ i ) is another family U -converging to x, the differences
It is clear that ∆(x) = x . Moreover the inclusion maps γ i : X i → X give rise to a natural embeddingγ of the ultraproduct X i into the ultrapower X U , and clearlyγ •∆ = D X , the canonical (diagonal) embedding of X into X U . Since D X andγ are linear and the latter one is injective, the map ∆ must be linear. Let also Q : U X i → X * * be the contractive linear map defined by
Then clearly Q∆x = x for every x ∈ X, i.e. denoting by i X the canonical embedding from X in its bidual, we have a commutative diagram
It is easy to see that if X is a Banach lattice and (X i ) a paving of X by vector sublattices, the above defined map ∆ becomes a vector lattice embedding. Theorem 2.3. Let L be an order continuous Banach lattice satisfying (DPIU). Let X be a Banach space paved by a family (X i ) of linear subspaces, and assume that for some adapted ultrafilter, the ultraproduct of (X i ) is linearly isometric to L. Then X itself is linearly isometric to a closed sublattice of L. If moreover L does not contain c 0 then this closed sublattice may be chosen contractively complemented in L.
Specializing to the case where X i = X for every X we get:
Corollary 2.4. Let L be an order continuous Banach lattice satisfying (DPIU). Assume that X is a Banach space which has an ultrapower that is linearly isometric to L. Then X itself is linearly isometric to a closed sublattice of L, which can be chosen contractively complemented if moreover L does not contain the space c 0 .
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We may suppose w.l.o.g. that X is a closed linear subspace of L and that the canonical embedding ∆ : X → U X i extends to a linear surjective isometry 
Let us be more formal by naming j i : X i → L the inclusion maps and : U X i → L U the ultraproduct map of the j i 's. We denote by j the inclusion map X → L and by D L the diagonal map L → L U . The composition S :=J is an isometric linear embedding of L into L U which, by hypothesis, preserves disjointness (but need not to coincide with the diagonal embedding D L ). We have the following commutative diagram
In other words, viewed in L U , the intersection of the spaces U X i and L is nothing but X. Indeed if (x i ) is a bounded family in i X i and y ∈ L then
Now we prove that the map b : L × L → L (see Notation 1.3, resp. 1.7 in the complex case) maps X × X into X. This will prove by Prop. 1.5 (resp. Prop. 1.10) that X is a vector sublattice of L up to a sign change U , and thus is linearly isometric to the vector sublattice U (X) (resp. U (X)).
Since S is disjointness preserving an D L is a vector lattice isomorphism, we have for (Jb(jx, jy) ), which implies by (5) that b(jx, jy) ∈ jX, q.e.d.
Assume now that the Banach lattice L does not contains c 0 , then the same is true of X. Since moreover X is linearly isometric to a Banach lattice, it must be contractively complemented in its bidual [13, Th. 1.c.4]. Let π : X * * → X be such a contractive projection. Let Q : U X i → X * * be the contractive linear map defined in eq. (4), then πQJ : L → X is a contractive linear map which clearly coincides with the identity map on X; this defines a contractive linear projection P on L with range X. If U is a sign change in L such that U X is a vector sublattice of L, then U P U is a contractive projection from L onto U X. Proof. Clearly C B is closed under ultraproducts since C is. Conversely if X has an ultrapower X U which is linearly isometric to a member L of C, then, by Corollary 2.4, X itself is linearly isometric to a sublattice E of L. Let us prove that E is a Banach lattice ultraroot of L. Let J : L → E U be a surjective linear isometry and i : E U → L U be the natural lattice embedding. Then by property (DPIU) the linear isometry iJ : L → L U is disjointness preserving. Since i is a lattice embedding it results that J is also disjointness preserving. By the structure theorems for disjointness preserving maps, Fact 1.1 or 1.6, its modulus |J| exists and is a vector lattice isometric isomorphism from L onto E U . By axiomatizability of C, this class contains the lattice E and thus the space X belongs to C B .
The following corollary states a well known fact.
Corollary 2.6. The class of L p -spaces is axiomatizable (in the language of Banach spaces).
Proof. The case p = 2 being trivial we may assume p = 2. The class of L p Banach lattices is axiomatizable since it is closed under ultraproducts and sublattices. On the other hand for every p = 2, every linear isometry from a L p -space into another one preserves disjointness, since in L p spaces the disjointness of two elements x and y is characterized by the equation
(equality case in Clarkson inequality), see e.g. [11, Cor. 2.1] . Thus the class of L p -Banach lattices has property (DPIU).
Application to C-pavable spaces.
Recall that given a pair (X, Y ) of normed spaces (resp. vector lattices), a linear (resp. vector lattice homomorphism)
Definition 2.7. Let C be a class of Banach spaces (resp. Banach lattices). We say that a Banach space (resp. lattice) X is C-pavable if for every finite subset F of X and every ε > 0 there exists an (1 + ε)-copy Y in X of some member G of C such that every point of F lies at a distance at most ε from Y .
Remark 2.8. Let I = P f (X) × (0, ∞), (P f (X) is the set of finite subsets of X) and for each i = (F, ε) ∈ I let G i be a member of C and T i : G i → X a linear isomorphism (resp. a vector lattice isomorphism) as in Definition 2.7. Set X i = T i G i for all i ∈ I. Then (X i ) is a paving of X and one may find an adapted ultrafilter U such that T i → 1 and T
−1 i
→ 1 with respect to U : e.g., order I by (F, ε) ≤ (G, δ) iff F ⊂ G and ε ≥ δ and take any ultrafilter containing all the sets S i := {j ∈ I, j ≥ i}. The maps T i induce a map T :
Indeed apply the definition 2.7 with
for every system of scalars λ 1 , . . . , λ d . We get a linear subspace Y of X which is (1 + ε)-linearly isomorphic to a member of C and d points y 1 , . . . ,
Let E 1 = span{y 1 , . . . , y d }, then from general Banach space theory there is a projection
10. Let C be a class of Banach spaces (resp. Banach lattices). If a Banach space (resp. lattice) X is C-pavable then it embeds in an ultraproduct of members of C. In the lattice setting, if moreover X does not contain c 0 , this embedded copy of X is contractively complemented.
Proof. By Remark 2.8 there is a paving (X i ) i∈I of X by linear subspaces (resp. vector sublattices) and an adapted ultrafilter U such that U X i is linearly isometric (resp. and lattice isomorphic) to an ultraproduct U G i of members of C. Then consider the canonical embeding ∆ of X into U X i defined in subsection 2.1.
In the lattice case, since the Banach lattice X does not contains c 0 , there is positive contractive map π : X * * → X. The map Q : U X i → X * * defined in eq. 4 is also positive and contractive and πQ∆ = πi X = id X , hence P = ∆πQ is a (positive, contractive) projection from U X i onto ∆X.
Corollary 2.11. a) If a class C of order continuous Banach lattices is closed under ultraproducts and contractive projections onto sublattices, then it equals the class of C-pavable Banach lattices. b) If moreover C consists of Banach lattices with property (DPIU), then the class C B (of Banach spaces which are linearly isometric to some member of C) equals the class of C B -pavable Banach spaces.
Proof. a) Members of C do not contain c 0 , (if E ∈ C contains c 0 then for some ultrafilter U , the lattice E U contains ℓ ∞ and thus is not order continuous, contradicting that E U ∈ C). If X is a C-pavable Banach lattice then by Lemma 2.10 it embeds isometrically as Banach lattice into an ultraproduct U G i of members of C and the embedded copy is contractively complemented in U G i . By the hypothesis, U G i and X also belong to C. b) If X is a C B -pavable Banach space, there is a paving of X by a family of linear subspaces and an adapted ultrafilter U such that U X i is linearly isometric to an ultraproduct of members of C, that is to a member L of C. Since members of C do not contain c 0 , it results from Theorem 2.3 that X is linearly isometric to a contractively complemented sublattice of L, which by the hypothesis must belong to C. Thus X belongs to C B .
script-C classes
In our definition of C-pavable Banach spaces (or lattices) there is no requirement on the dimension of the paving subspaces. If we require that the paving subspaces are finite dimensional, we get the notion of "script-C" spaces. Definition 3.1. Given a class C of Banach spaces (resp. lattices), we say that a Banach space (resp. Banach lattice) is a script-C-space (-lattice), in short SC-space (-lattice), if it is C f -pavable, were C f is the subclass of finite dimensional members of C.
Note that the class of script-C-Banach spaces (resp. lattices) coincides with the class of C-pavable Banach spaces (lattices) iff every member of C is a script-C-Banach space (lattice).
Let us make a short digression about axiomatizability of classes SC, and deduce an informal "axiomatization" of axiomatizable classes C such that C = SC. Proposition 3.2. Let C be a class of Banach spaces or lattices. i) SC is closed under ultraroots. ii) SC is closed under ultraproducts iff for each natural number n and any real number ε ∈ (0, 1], there is a natural number m(n, ε) such every member X of C f verifies the following property: (P n,ε,m ): every subset F of cardinality n of the unit ball of X lies in an ε-neighborhood of an (1 + ε)-linear (resp. vector lattice) isomorphic copy in X of a member G of C f of dimension ≤ m. Moreover in this case every member of SC verifies (P n,ε,m ′ ), with m ′ = m(n, ε/9).
Proof. i) Let X be an ultraroot of a member X U of SC. If F ⊂ X is a finite subset of the unit ball, and ε > 0, the canonical image F U of F in X U is contained in a (1 + ε)-linear (or vector lattice) isomorphic copy E of a member of C f in X U . Since E is finite-dimensional, it has the form U E i , where the E i are linear subspaces (or vector sublattice) of X, and dim E i = dim E. Similarly if T : G → E is an (1 + ε)-isomorphism, then T = U T i where T i : G → E i are (1 + ε i )-isomorphisms, and lim i,U ε i = ε. Finally, again since E is finite dimensional, it is easy to see that for each x ∈ F , d(x, E) = lim i,U d(x, E i ). Consequently there is U ∈ U such that for every i ∈ U , F lies in a 2ε-neighborhood of E i , and E i a (1 + 2ε)-copy of G.
ii) a) Assume first the existence of the bounds m(n, ε) as in the statement. We prove first that each member X of SC verifies P n,ε,m ′ . Indeed if δ = ε/9 and F = {x 1 , . . . x n } is a finite set in the unit ball of X there is an (1 + δ)-isomorphic embedding T from a member G of C f into X, with T G containing a set
Note that elements of F ′ have norm bounded by 1 + δ, so that elements of T −1 F ′ have norm bounded by (1 + δ) 2 . By property P nδ for G, there is an further member G 1 of C f , of dimension ≤ m(n, δ) and an (1 + δ)-isomorphic embedding T 1 :
Let now X = U X i be an ultraproduct of a family (X i ) of members of SC and F be a subset ot the unit ball of X of finite cardinality n. We may identify F with U F i , where each F i is a subset ot the unit ball of X i and has cardinality n. For each i choose a member
The space G is a Banach space (resp. lattice), of finite dimension d = lim i,U dim G i ≤ m ′ (n, ε/9), but is perhaps not a member of C f . However by [5, prop 6 .1] there is U ∈ U such that G i is (1+ε) isomorphic to G as normed linear space. The proof of [5, prop 6.1] can be mimiked in the lattice case, starting with a basis of G consisting of positive disjoint vectors, giving then that G i is (1+ε)-isomorphic to G as normed vector lattice. Finally F is (1+ε) 2 -isomorphic to some G i , a member of C f . b) Assume now that for some n, ε there is no bound m(n, ε) as in the statement, and let us prove that SC is not closed under ultraproducts. Indeed for every m ≥ 1 there would exist a member X m of C f , a subset F m of the unit ball of X m having cardinality ≤ n, such that any linear subspace (resp. vector sublattice) of X m which is (1 + ε)-isomorphic to a member of C f , and intersect all the balls B(x, ε), x ∈ F , must have dimension > m.
Let U be a free ultrafilter on N and consider the space X = U X m and the set F = U F m . The set F has n elements ξ k = [x k,m ] U , where for each m, F m = {x 1,m , x 2,m , . . . x n,m } (note that ξ k is well defined since each sequence (x k,m ) m is bounded). Consider, if it exists, a subspace (or sublattice) E of X, of finite dimension d, which is (1 + ε/2)-isomorphic to a member G of C f and intersects the balls (B(ξ k , ε/2). Then E = U E m , where E m is a ≤ d-dimensional subspace (resp. vector sublattice) of X m . For some U ∈ U , and every m ∈ U , E m is ( 1+ε 1+ε/2 )-isomorphic to E, and thus (1 + ε)-isomorphic to G, and moreover intersects B(x k,m , ε) for every k = 1, . . . n. Thus dim E m > m, for all m ∈ U , a contradiction. Hence such an E does not exist, and X is not in SC.
Corollary 3.3. Let C be a class of Banach spaces or lattices. The following assertions are equivalent: i) C is axiomatizable and C = SC ii) There exists a map m : N → N such that C consists of those Banach spaces (resp. lattices) verifying the list of "axioms": (A n ): for every subset F of cardinality ≤ n of the unit ball of X there is a member G of C f of dimension ≤ m(n) and a (1 + 1 n )-isomorphic copy of G in X which intersects all the balls B(x, 1/n), x ∈ F .
The content of the following theorem is that the situation described in Corollary 3.3 "passes from Banach lattices to Banach spaces" for classes of order continuous Banach lattices with (DPIU). Proof. It is clear that a paving of a Banach lattice X by a family (X i ) of members of C f induces a paving of the underlying Banach structure X B by the family (X B i ) of members of C B f , hence C B is included in S(C B ). Conversely let X be a (C B ) f -pavable Banach space, and consider a paving of X by a family (X i ) of finite dimensional linear subspaces and an adapted ultrafilter U so that U X i is linearly isometric to an ultraproduct L of members of C, which is also a member of C by hypothesis. By Theorem 2.3 we may assume that X is a closed vector sublattice of L, and that there exists a linear isometry J from L onto U X i such that J • j = ∆, where j is the inclusion map from X into L and ∆ is the canonical linear isometric embedding of X into U X i . We have also a linear isometric embeddingγ from U X i into X U , induced by the inclusion maps γ i : X i → X, and such thatγ • ∆ = D X (the canonical embedding of X into X U ). Let also be the Banach lattice embedding X U → L U induced by the inclusion map j : X → L. We set φ =γ • J which is a linear isometric embedding. Finally we have the commutative diagram
Since L has property (DPIU) the linear isometryjφ : L → L U is disjointness preserving, and sincej is a vector lattice embedding, the map φ itself must be also disjointness preserving. Since L U , and thus X U , do not contain c 0 , then by the structure theorem for disjointness preserving isometries we have φ = U |φ|, where U is a sign change on X U . For x ∈ X + we have j(x) ≥ 0 and φ(j(x)) = D X (x) ≥ 0, hence |φ|(j(x)) ≥ 0 and U (|φ|(j(x))) ≥ 0, which in turn implies that U (|φ|(jx)) = |φ|(jx) (since U is a sign change) and finally φ(jx) = |φ|(jx). By linearity this remains true for every x ∈ X. Now we show that the Banach lattice X is C f -pavable. By the hypothesis it will show that the Banach lattice X is a member of C, and thus the underlying Banach space X is a member of C B . Consider a finite subset F in X and ε > 0. Since L is a member of C, it is C f -pavable by the hypothesis, hence there is G ∈ C f and a vector sublattice Y of L, and a vector lattice isomorphism T : G ։ Y with (1 + ε) −1 x ≤ T x ≤ (1 + ε) x for every x ∈ G and dist(x, Y ) ≤ ε for every x ∈ j(F ). Let Z = |φ|(Y ) and S = |φ| • T , then Z is a sublattice of X U , S verifies the same estimates than T and dist(x, Z) ≤ ε for every x ∈ |φ| • j(F ) = D X (F ). Since G is a finite dimensional vector lattice it is generated by a finite system of positive atoms e 1 , . . . e n . Then u j = Se j , j = 1, . . . , n is a finite set of positive atoms generating Z. We may find a system of bounded families ((u 1,i ) , . . . , (u n,i )) in X, with [u j,i ] U = u j , j = 1, . . . , n and u j,i = u j , u j,i ≥ 0 and u j,i ∧ u k,i = 0 for all j = k and all i ∈ I. Clearly Z i = span [u 1,i , . . . , u n,i ] is a sublattice of X, and S i ( n j=1 λ j e j ) = n j=1 λ j u j,i defines a vector lattice isomorphism from G onto Z i . It is not hard to see that S i → S , S −1 i → S −1 with respect to U . For each x ∈ F we can find an element z x ∈ Z with D X x − z x < ε. We have z x = Sg x for a certain g x ∈ G. Then lim i,U x − S i g x = D X x − z x < ε. Finally there the set {i ∈ I : S i < 1 + 2ε, S −1 i < 1 + 2ε, dist (x, Z i ) < ε for every x ∈ F } belongs to U , and is thus not empty.
Remark 3.5. A simple case of axiomatizable class C of Banach lattices with C = SC is when C is closed by ultraproducts and sublattices. Examples are L p -spaces and classes of convex Musielak-Orlicz spaces satisfying a given ∆ 2 -condition. Other examples of axiomatizable classes C with C = SC but not closed by sublattices are Nakano spaces with exponents in a given finite interval [16] and classes BL p L q [7] . These examples have (DP IU ) property when they are exactly r-convex for some r > 2 (see section 4) or in some other cases for BL p L q classes (section 5).
4. The case of r-convex Banach lattices, r > 2 4.1. Norm determination of disjointness in r-convex Banach lattices, r > 2.
Some useful information about r-convexity and concavity in abstract Banach lattices and related matters used in the present section may be found in [13, sec. 1.d] .
Definition 4.1. We say that a Banach lattice X is exactly r-convex if it is r-convex with r-convexity constant equal to one, i. e. ∀x, y ∈ X (|x| r + |y| r ) 1/r ≤ ( x r + y r )
1/r Proposition 4.2. Let r > 2 and X be a strictly monotone and exactly r-convex Banach lattice. Then two elements x, y ∈ X are disjoint if and only if they satisfy the condition
Proof. Clearly condition [D r ] is necessary since if x ⊥ y then for every positive real number t we have x ± ty r = (|x| r + t r |y| r ) 1/r r ≤ x r + t r y r Let us prove now that condition [D r ] is sufficient.
Recall that X being exactly r-convex is also exactly 2-convex (since r ≥ 2) [13, Prop. 1.d.5]. We have then for every x, y ∈ X:
Then for every x, y ∈ X and t a positive real number:
Consider the 2-concavification X (2) of the Banach lattice X and denote by x → x 2 the natural (non-linear) bijective map from X onto X (2) . We have
Recall that X being 2-convex, its 2-concavification X (2) is a Banach lattice too. Let ϕ ∈ X (2) * be a norm one positive functional norming the element |x| 2 . We have
where we used the elementary inequality (a + b) α ≥ a α + αba α−1 , valid for positive real numbers a, b and exponent α ≥ 1. Hence
Assume now that x, y ∈ X verify condition (D). Then necessarily
for every 0 < t ≤ 1. Dividing by t 2 and letting t → 0, we deduce since r > 2
Since 0 ≤ (|x| 2 − |x| 2 ∧ |y| 2 ) 1/2 ≤ |x| and X has strictly monotone norm the last inequality implies |x| = (|x| 2 − |x| 2 ∧ |y| 2 ) 1/2 , that is |x| ∧ |y| = 0.
Corollary 4.3. Let X, Y be exactly r-convex Banach lattices (r > 2), and assume that Y has a strictly monotone norm. Then every linear isometry T : X → Y preserves disjointness.
Some consequences.
Corollary 4.4. Let 2 < r ≤ s < ∞ or 1 < r ≤ s < 2. The class L B r,s of Banach spaces which are linearly isometric to exactly r-convex and s-concave Banach lattices is axiomatizable.
Proof. The class L r,s of exactly r-convex and s-concave Banach lattices is axiomatizable since is trivially closed under ultraproducts and sublattices. Being s-concave, these spaces do not contain c 0 , and thus are order continuous. Since this s-concavity is exact, these space are also strictly monotone. When 2 < r ≤ s < ∞ it results from Corollary 4.3 that every member of L r,s has property (DPIU). By Theorem 2.4 the class L B r,s is axiomatizable. This last conclusion remains true if 1 < r ≤ s < 2 since L r,s is the class consisting of conjugate spaces to members of L s ′ ,r ′ , where r ′ , s ′ are the conjugate exponents of r, s (thus 2 < s ′ ≤ r ′ < ∞) and these classes consist of superreflexive spaces (for wich conjugation commutes with ultrapower functors).
More generally we have:
Corollary 4.5. Let 2 < r ≤ s < ∞ or 1 < r ≤ s < 2. Let L be an axiomatisable class of Banach lattices included in the class of exactly r-convex and s-concave Banach lattices. Then the class L B of Banach spaces linearly isometric to members of L is axiomatizable. Corollary 4.6. In particular for 2 < p, q < ∞ or 1 < p, q < 2 the class BL p L B q of Banach spaces linearly isometric to bands in spaces L p (L q ), and for 2 < r ≤ s < ∞ or 1 < r ≤ s < 2 the class N B r,s of Nakano (Banach) spaces associated with a variable exponent p(·) with values in [r, s] are axiomatizable.
Proof. Recall that the class BL p L q of Banach lattices isometrically isomorphic to bands in spaces L p (L q ) is axiomatizable, see [7] , and for 1 ≤ r ≤ s < ∞ the class N r,s of Nakano Banach lattices with a variable exponent p(·) taking values in [r, s] is axiomatizable, a result of Poitevin in [15] (see also [16] ). The corollary follows for BL p L B q in the case 2 < p, q < ∞, resp. N B r,s in the case 2 < r ≤ s < ∞. The other cases are proved by duality: indeed these classes consist of reflexive Banach spaces, and it is well known (see e.g. [5] ) that if an ultraproduct U X i is reflexive, then ( U X i ) * = U X * i (up to a canonical isomorphism). This is then easy to see that for 1 < p, q < ∞, the axiomatizability of BL p L B q is equivalent to that of BL ′ p L ′B q , where p ′ , q ′ are the conjugate exponents to p, q. The case of Nakano spaces is a little more involved, since one has to take care of the fact that the dual norm of the Luxemburg norm is an Orlicz norm, only equivalent within a factor 2 to a Luxemburg norm. Thus for 1 < r ≤ s < 2 the result for Nakano spaces and Luxemburg norm has to be derived by duality from the case 2 < r ≤ s < ∞ for Orlicz norm. Note that Poitevin's result is stated in Luxemburg norm, but it holds true also by duality for the Orlicz norm in the whole range 1 < r ≤ s < ∞.
Between the two preceding classes of examples are classes of Orlicz lattices associated with a disjointly additive convex modular satisfying a ∆ 2 condition [3] . These Banach lattices are representable as Musielak-Orlicz spaces associated with a convex MusielakOrlicz function satisfying an uniform ∆ 2 estimation [19, 20] , and vice-versa. The class of convex Orlicz lattices satisfying a given ∆ 2 condition is closed under ultraproducts [20] and sublattices, thus axiomatizable (as Banach lattices), in both Luxemburg and Orlicz norms.
Corollary 4.7. For 2 < r ≤ s < ∞ or 1 < r ≤ s < 2 the class OL B r,s of Banach spaces linearly isometric to an Orlicz lattice with exactly r-convex, s-concave modular is axiomatizable.
Other classes with (DPIU)
In this section we investigate the DPIU property for the classes of BL p L q -Banach lattices, showing that it is satisfied for a far larger set of indices (p, q) than simply (2, +∞) × (2, +∞) (as a consequence of Corollary 4.3). We shall use well known informations about the (linear) isometric embeddings of L p (L q ) spaces. Before, we give a simple lemma that will allow us to pass from the real case to the complex case.
Lemma 5.1. Let L be a real Banach lattice and 1 < p, q < 1. If every linear isometric embedding from L into any L p (L q ) space is disjointness preserving, then any complex linear, isometric embedding from 1] , and thus
Note that for every z = 0, the function Sz has full support in [0, 1]. In particular Sz 1 and Sz 2 may be disjoint only if
necessarily preserves the disjointness, so does the map T r . Now if in L q of the partial function f (ω, ·) ). This map N is called the random norm of the L p (L q ) space X ( [12, 7] ).
Clearly for all x ∈ X and ϕ ∈ L ∞ (S, Σ, σ), we have ϕ.x ∈ X and N (ϕx) = |ϕ|N (x). This is typically used with ϕ = N (v) N (w) , with v, w ∈ X and N (v) ≤ N (w)
Assume that the space L q (Ω ′ , A ′ , µ ′ ) has dimension greater or equal to two. If p = 1 we assume that L q (Ω ′ ) has dimension greater or equal to three. Then every linear isometry of 
The proof is based on an analysis of isometric copies of 2-dimensional ℓ 2 p and ℓ 2 q spaces in X (and sometimes 3-dimensional subspaces, namely ℓ 3 q -subspaces if p = 1, or R⊕ p (R⊕ q R) in the cases q < p < 2, or p = 2 or q = 1). The conditions on X insure that these copies exist in X. Thus the theorem 5.1 in [4] extends trivally to isometries from X into any L p (L q ) space Y , with the same proof ( T is now a positive linear isometry from
Since isometries between L p -spaces are disjointness preserving, positive isometries are lattice homomorphisms. Thus the isometry T preserves the "q-sums":
Disjointness in X is characterized by the equation
which implies by the preceding
and the disjointness of the images T f, T g. The case where L p (Ω, A, µ) is trivial (dimension 1) is not formally evoked in [4] . In this case clearly the space X cannot contain the three dimensional spaces R ⊕ p (R ⊕ q R). However these subspaces were considered there only for proving that T preserves the basedisjointness, a property which is now trivial. The rest of the argument is valid and shows that there exists ϕ 0 ∈ L p (S, Σ, σ) such that N (T f ) = f ϕ 0 for all f ∈ X and thus again T is disjointness preserving (this is also a direct consequence of [4, prop. 5.4 and 5.8 
]).
Reminder 5.4. Let 1 ≤ p = q < ∞. A BL p L q Banach lattice X is called fiber-atomless if it can be represented as a band in a space L p (L q ), where the Banach lattice L q is atomless (equivalently it is the L q -space of an atomless measure space). Let X be a band in a space L p (L q ) and B the smallest band B in L q such that X ⊂ L p (B). Then X is fiberatomless if the Banach lattice B is atomless [8, Lemma 2.3] . For given p = q, the class of fiber-atomless BL p L q Banach lattices is axiomatizable [8, Proposition 2.5].
Lemma 5.5. Let X be a fiber-atomless BL p L q Banach lattice, and E be a separable subset of X. There is a separable closed vector sublattice X 0 of X, containing E and which is itself a fiber-atomless BL p L q Banach lattice.
Proof. This follows immediately from Downwards Löwenheim-Skolem theorem [6, prop. 9.13] and the axiomatizabilty of the class of fiber-atomless BL p L q Banach lattices. Let us however give a direct (but tedious) proof for the reader unfamiliar with this kind of logic arguments. Assume that X is a band in L p (Ω, A, µ; L q (S, Σ, ν)). We may assume that E is finite or countable, and that each element of f ∈ E belongs to the algebraic tensor product
Choose such a decomposition for each f ∈ E, let G f , resp. H f be the set of the first factors g i , resp. h i appearing in this decomposition, and G, resp. H be the closed vector sublattice generated by
, resp. L q (S, Σ, ν). Then G, H are separable, and isomorphic as vector lattices to some spaces
Note that H is not necessarily diffuse, but it has at most countably many atoms a i . Each of these atoms generates a band B i in L q (S, Σ, ν) which is atomless. A standard measure-theoretic argument shows that B i contains an atomless separable closed sublattice L i containing a i as element. Replacing each component K.a i in H by L i , we enlarge H to a closed, separable and atomless vector sublattice H 0 of L q (S, Σ, ν), which is thus isomorphic to some separable atomless
). This map is also positive and disjointness preserving, hence a vector lattice embedding. Its range Y is a separable closed sublattice of L p (Ω, A, µ; L q (S, Σ, ν)), which contains E by construction. Then X 0 = Y ∩X is an order-ideal in Y , and is order isometric to an order ideal (equivalently, a band) in
Proposition 5.6. Let 1 ≤ p = q < ∞ with q = 2 and q ∈ [p, 2] in the case p ≤ 2. Then every linear isometry from a fiber-atomless BL p L q Banach lattice into any BL p L q Banach lattice is disjointness preserving. In particular every fiber-atomless BL p L q Banach lattice has property (DPIU).
Proof. Let X be a fiber-atomless BL p L q Banach lattice, and T : X → L p (L q ) be a linear isometry (it is enough to consider this case where the target
. Let x, y ∈ X be a pair of disjoint elements. By Lemma 5.5 there is a separable sublattice Y of X, containing x, y and which is itself a fiber-atomless BL p L q Banach lattice. By the isometric classification of separable BL p L q Banach lattices [7, p. 207 Corollary 5.7. Let 1 < p = q < ∞ with q = 2 or p = 1, q ∈ (2, ∞). Then the class of fiber-atomless BL p L q Banach spaces is axiomatizable.
Proof. If 1 ≤ p = q < ∞ with q = 2 and q ∈ [p, 2] in the case p ≤ 2, this results by Theorem 2.5 from Proposition 5.6 and the fact that the class of fiber-atomless BL p L q Banach lattices is axiomatizable. In the remaining case 1 < p < q < 2 this results by duality from the case 2 < q < p < ∞. Now we shall consider some axiomatizable classes of BL p L q -Banach lattices which are larger than the class of fiber-atomless BL p L q -Banach lattices, but still have (DPIU) property.
is the random norm. An equivalent condition is that |x| ∧ |y| = 0 and and x + y p = x p + y p . This last condition may be taken as a definition for base-disjoint elements in a B p L q -lattice X and it is clearly invariant under Banach lattice isomorphisms. In particular the initial condition N (x) ∧ N (y) = 0 will be realized or not simultaneously for all representations of X as a band in a L p (L q ) space. 
The base-band generated by an element x of a BL p L q -Banach lattice X is the smallest base-band in X containing x. We shall call it the base-support of x. If X is represented as a band in some L p (L q ) space, and N : L p (L q ) → L p is the random norm, then the base-support of x is B(L q ) ∩ X, where B is the band generated by N (x) in L p . Thus x, y ∈ X have the same base-support iff N (x), N (y) generate the same band in L p .
Notation 5.10. For n ≥ 1, we denote by BL p L ≥n q the subclass of BL p L q consisting of Banach lattices every base-band of which contains a lattice isometric copy of the ndimensional lattice ℓ n q . Lemma 5.11. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer.
a) The Banach lattices
it has a baseband lattice-isometric to a L p (ℓ n q )-lattice. c) In a Banach lattice belonging to BL p L ≥n q , for any nonzero element x there is a system (y 1 , . . . , y n ) consisting of n disjoint vectors with the same base-support as x and spanning a ℓ n q -subalttice. Proof. The key argument is that disjoint norm one elements x 1 , . . . x k in a BL p L q -Banach lattice X (that we represent as a band in a L p (L q )-space with L p -valued random norm N ) generate a ℓ k q -subspace iff they have equal random norms:
which happens if and only if N (x 1 ) q and N (x 2 ) q are proportional (equality case in Minkowski inequality, if p = q ); moreover the coefficient of proportionality must be 1 since
Conversely given any system (x 1 , . . . x n ) of n disjoint elements in L p (ℓ n q ) with the same random norm ϕ, any element f in L p (ℓ n q ) which is disjoint from (x 1 , . . . , x n ) must vanish (when viewed as a ℓ n q -valued measurable function) on the support of ϕ, that is N (f ) is disjoint from ϕ (in L p ). Therefore we cannot complete the system (x 1 , . . . x n ) to a disjoint system spanning a ℓ n+1 q -subspace. b) First we remark that if (y 1 , . . . , y k ) is a system of pairwise disjoint elements of a BL p L q -lattice X having the same base-support then we can find another system (z 1 , . . . , z n ) of disjoint vectors which generate a ℓ n q -subspace. Indeed, set z j = ϕ j y j with ϕ j = (N (y 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ N (y n ))/N (y j ).
Let X be a BL p L ≥n q -lattice which does not belong to BL p L ≥n+1 q . Let Y be a base-band of X which contains no ℓ n+1 q -sublattice. By hypothesis Y contains a ℓ q -basis (x 1 , . . . , x n ) consisting of positive, disjoint vectors. By the observation above the base-band Z generated by the system (x 1 , . . . , x n ) contains no non zero element disjoint from all the x j , j = 1 . . . n, otherwise it would contain an isometric copy of ℓ n+1 q as subattice.Thus Z coincides with the band generated by (x 1 , . . . , x n ). For the same reason we cannot decompose any of the x j 's in two disjoint, but not base-disjoint parts x ′ j , x ′′ j (that is the x ′ j are "fiberatoms" in the sense of [HR]). It follows that Z is lattice-isomorphic to L p (A; ℓ n q ) where A is the common support of the
We show that for every subset A of the support of N (x) with positive measure we may find a system (y 1 , . . . , y n ) of disjoint vectors with N (
where B is a subset of A with non-zero measure.
Indeed by hypothesis we may find disjoint norm one elements x 1 , . . . x n in the baseband of χ A x which generate a ℓ n q subspace. Then N (x 1 ) = · · · = N (x n ) =: φ with supp φ ⊂ supp N (x). Let B := supp φ and ψ := Proof. We may assume w.l.o.g. that Y is a L p (L q )-space. It is easy to see that the analogue of Lemma 5.1 is true, where we replace the words 'disjointness preserving' by 'base-disjointness preserving'. For this reason we may restrict our attention to the real Banach lattice case.
Assume that u, v are two norm one base-disjoint elements in X. Then T u, T v form a ℓ In the remaining cases where p = 2, or q = 1 or q < p < 2, if now X is a BL p L ≥2 q -Banach lattice we shall condider two particular subcases.
The first particular case is when the base-band B v generated by v and the (ordinary) band generated by v coincide on no sub-base-band of v (said other way, B v ⊖ band [v] and v have the same base-support). In this case we may find in B v ⊖ band [v] an element w such that N (w) = N (v). Then (v, w) form a ℓ 2 q -basis in X and (u, x) form a ℓ N (v 2 ) v 2 ). Then v 1 , w 2 are disjoint and span ℓ 2 q , and u is base-disjoint of any element x ∈ span [v 1 , w 2 ] so that we can conclude as in the first case. The same reasoning works for proving that T u and T v 2 are base-disjoint.
In the general case we can split v as a sum v ′ + v ′′ of two base disjoint components, the first one falling into the first subcase above, the second one in the second subcase. Proof. We show that a linear isometry T from a member X of the class under consideration (BL p L ≥k q with k = 1, 2 or 3, depending on p, q) into a L p (L q )-Banach lattice Y is disjointness preserving. We consider disjoint elements u, v of X and want to show that their images T u, T v are disjoint. By Lemma 5.11 we may find disjoint elements (x 1 , . . . x k ) having the same base-support as |u| + |v| and spanning ℓ k q . There is a separable sublattice X 0 of the base-band generated by u and v in X which contains the pair {u, v} and the system {x 1 , . . . x k }and is itself a BL p L q -Banach lattice : this can be seen by an application of the downwards Löwenheim-Skolem theorem (or directly like in the proof of Lemma 5.5). By Lemma 5.11 again, X 0 is still a BL p L ≥k q -Banach lattice (k=1,2,3). Thus we may restrict our attention to the case where X is separable. Then X can be represented as a p-direct sum n L p (Ω n , A n , µ n ; L q (Ω ′ n , A ′ n , µ ′ n )) where for each n, L p (Ω n , A n , µ n ) and L q (Ω ′ n , A ′ n , µ ′ n ) are separable. The hypothesis on X means that for all n, dim L q (Ω ′ n , A ′ n , µ ′ n ) ≥ k, k = 1, 2 or 3 depending on p, q. Let T n be the restriction of the isometry T to the factor X n = L p (Ω n , A n , µ n ; L q (S n , Σ n , ν n )). By Proposition 5.3 if dim L q (Ω ′ n , A ′ n , µ ′ n ) ≥ 2 (or ≥ 3 in the case p = 1) this isometry is disjointness preserving. On the other hand if k ≥ 2 the isometry T is base-disjointness preserving by Lemma 5.12. Since the factors X n are base-disjoint and T preserves basedisjointness, the images T (X n ) are pairwise base-disjoint and T is disjointness-preserving. This proves the proposition in the cases k = 2, 3.
In the case k = 1, if p > 2, q > 1 or q > 2, p = 1, 2 then, again by Lemma 5.12, T preserves base-disjointness even if in the factor X n , the fiber L q (Ω ′ n , A ′ n , µ ′ n ) is 1-dimensional. In this case X n = L p (Ω n , A n , µ n ), and base-disjointess in X n is the same as disjointness. Hence the isometry T n is also disjointness preserving and we conclude as before.
Proposition 5.14. The class BL p L ≥n q -Banach lattices is axiomatizable.
Proof. The class of BL p L q -Banach lattices itself is axiomatizable [7] . If for some k < n, X ∈ BL p L q contains a base-band Y isomorphic to L p (ℓ k q ) then for every ultrafilter U , the BL p L q -Banach lattice X U contains the base-band Y U which isomorphic to L p (ℓ k q ) U , which is itself isomorphic to (L p ) U (ℓ k q ). Thus by Lemma 5.11 if X does not belong to BL p L ≥n q , neither does X U , and the class BL p L ≥n q is closed under ultraroots.
Let us show that the class BL p L ≥n q is closed under ultraproducts. Let (X α ) α∈A be a family of members of BL p L ≥n q , and X = Π U X α an ultraproduct of this family. We may consider each X α as a band in a space Λ α = E α (F α ), where E α is an L p -space and F α a L q -space. Let N α : Λ α → E α be the corresponding a random norm. Then by [12] , X may be represented as a band in E(F ), where E = Π U X α and F is some L q space, in such a way that the random norm N : E(F ) → E coincides on X with the ultraproduct map Π U N α .
Let Y be a nontrivial base-band in X, we want to prove that Y contains a sublattice isomorphic to ℓ n q . We may assume that Y is the base-band generated by a single nonzero element ξ. Let ξ = [x α ] U be a representation of ξ by a bounded family in X α , consisting of of nonzero elements. Let Y α be the base-band generated by x α in X α . By Lemma 5.11 we can find a system (x α 1 , . . . , x α n ) of disjoint elements of X α generating a ℓ n q sublattice, each x q , and more generally any class BL 1 L ≥n q , n ≥ 3, is axiomatizable in the language of Banach spaces. e) If 1 < p < ∞ the class BL p L 2 is axiomatizable in the language of Banach spaces.
Proof. a) results from Prop. 5.14 and DPI property when p or q > 2, and is obtained by duality when 1 < p, q < 2. b) c) and d) result from DPI property and Prop. 5.14; e) results from the analysis of contractive projections in L p (H), where H is an Hilbert space, see [17] .
